Utilizing the Stone-Cech compactification of an uncountable discrete space, we construct a pseudocompact space X which belongs to Frolik's class $* but kRX is not pseudocompact.
we need only show that clD.F \ ß contains a copy of uD.
Let x0 E F. Then x0 G clßDN0 for some countable set N0 in D. Let us denote by co, the first uncountable ordinal. Suppose a < to, and that we have chosen a subset {xy}y<a of F and a family {Ny}y<a of disjoint countable subsets of D with xy E clßDNy. Since IJ y<aNy 1S countable, its closure in ßD is a compact set contained in ß; hence F \ cl^ Uy<aNy is nonempty because F is not compact. Pick a point x from the nonempty set. Since every point of ß has a neighborhood (in ßD) which is a closure of some countable set of D, there exists a countable set TV in D, disjoint from Uy<aNy, with x E clßDN. Put xa = x and 7Va = N.
Thus, by induction, we get a subset {xa}a<6)| of F and a family {Na)a<Ui of disjoint countable subsets of D such that xa G clßDNa. Put F, = {x0}0<Wl.
Clearly F, is a copy of D. We will show next that F, is C*-embedded in ßD. Proof. Let A3 be a compact set in X. Put A3, = A3 n ß and A32 = A3 n A.
Note that A is a closed subset of X because ß is locally compact. Therefore A"2 is a compact set in the discrete space A, i.e., K2 is finite. Since A" is compact, clD.A3, \ ß is contained in the finite set A32. Hence, by Lemma 1, A3, is compact. Assertion 2. X does not belong to ®, i.e., kRX is not pseudocompact. Proof. Let a E A and let fa be a real-valued function on X such that fa(a) = 1 and fa(x) = 0 for any x ¥= a. Then, by Lemma 2, fia is continuous on every compact subset of X. This implies that each point of A is isolated in kRX. Since ß is locally compact, we have kRX = ß ® A. Now it is clear that kRX is not pseudocompact.
